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Chapter 5
"Cider House, Cider House, Simulation unit installed, the package is secure, 

we are returning to the Sandbox." Ph'avell's voice echoed in the bridge.

A cacophony of typing issued from Major Skandii’s four hands after every 
crew member's action. The arrhythmic patter clashed with the steady pulse of her 
rebreathing unit. Jacey maintained a vigilant watch on the controls and stay out 
of the Major’s report.

“Roger Gardner Three, the barn door is open, and Pa is in the loft. Over.
“ Maxtron leaned back in the command seat, affecting an impression of a 
Captain. 

The Major made that odd Protean sound like a finger dragged across a taut 
balloon.

“Five-by-five, Cider House. It's a wonderful night here on Marina; perfect for 
a moon walk. The city lights of Corda-6's twinkle down like candleflies. You 
really should visit sometime. Gardner Three, out.“ Ph’avell’s voice clipped off as 
the transmission ended.

The typing resume, and Jacey smiled.

                                                                                                    

Hamilton poked the metallic matte material stretched across his midsection, 
“Pa, standing by.“ 

Hamilton found the codenames a bit ridiculous. ‘Great news Doc, we have 
some ForceCon field suits, so no baggy Academy suits,’ He preferred the baggy 
ones. 

Hamilton's eyes remained fixed on the cargo bay opening with his helmet in 
one hand as the other hovered near the ramp control panel in the airlock. His 
great heart pounded in anticipation of his first action of the mission. And he 
needed to make up for his pre-flight antics. 
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How did my fake repeater module work out? @HMerriweatherLCDR

Like a charm, we're about one klick out, then you're on, big guy. @CVickersLCDR

Hamilton estimated it would take thirty seconds to pressurize the cargo bay 
and less than a minute to hook up the equipment to extract the ghost data. 
Obtaining the data from the module was a part of their core mission. Stonegate 
had tossed in a few monkey wrenches to test the team's ability in resolving 
unexpected tasks. 

Rather than lug out all the necessary equipment and spend the time extracting 
data on-site, they could collect the repeater module data while moving to the 
next mission evolution. It also meant he didn't have to walk a dozen kilometers 
on a moon wearing this tight suit. Hamilton also vowed to never leave Terra 
Prime again.

                                                                                                    

Celia watched Ph'avell hump the awkward repeater module as their boots 
sank into the powdery surface of Cordia-6's largest moon. Aside from 
disconnecting the module and connecting the dummy, Celia felt more a spectator 
on the field portion of the mission than a participant. She understood everyone 
served roles for a purpose, but she wanted to do more.

“You sure you don't want a hand Chief?“ Celia asked.

“What, and not have you enjoy this victory lap? No can do. We crushed it.
“ Ph’avell grinned in his helmet.

"Sorry to crash the action, this should have been the XO, but Max wasn't as 
familiar with your operational plan." Celia hoped Ph'avell didn't think her a 
micromanager, "Plus, the Major can babysit him while he plays Captain."

“Remind me not to piss you off.“ The Thandarian chuckled.

"I don't think…." Celia dropped to her knee, and Ph'avell followed suit 
without question. He rested some of the module's weight on the ground while 
she scanned the horizon with polynoculars. "VOZ, I have motion in grid, K…38. 
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Can you confirm?" 

Affirmative Captain. Sensors show a surface transport 
leaving the outpost, heading toward the main base.

“Roger. Let us know if it changes course.“ She stood up, “You sure you don’t 
need a hand with that? It can be our secret.“

                                                                                                    

The bridge was calm, and Jacey looked like the picture of professionalism. 
Unbeknownst to anyone, he used the advanced encryption of the Gen9 unit to 
piggyback the Major's hyperband link to maintain dozens of TexCom threads 
with gaming friends. Then, in the middle of a heated expansion pack debate, 
various users went dark. He nonchalantly stretched and peeked to see if the 
Major was onto him, but she remained focused on her holoscreens. Another user 
dropped off the thread, then another until the site went dark, and the remaining 
messages were garbled. He checked long-range spectral sensors, but they 
showed no solar flares. But they did show a massive energy pulse emitting from 
Terra Prime. 

Jacey searched the net and found many sites down, then a minute later, a few 
feeds returned with reports of earthquakes and explosions on the planet. Jacey 
wasn’t supposed to be on the net, but he needed to tell someone. Then the 
TexCom and ship's comlink went dark. Jacey looked at Maxtron and the Major, 
but the XO gave the pilot the stink eye and motioned him to sit forward. 
Oblivious to the action, Jacey continued to stare at the Major. Her typing had 
stopped, and now she sat watching the holoscreens as they went black, one after 
another.

“Uh, Ma’am, what’s happening?“ Jacey began to get up.

Cadet, get back to your station now. @BlainLT02

Maxtron stood up from the command chair, inching toward the mission 
supervisor's station. The Major turned, and both young men jumped back. Then 
the lights of her pressure suit fell dark, and she remained motionless—her four 
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arms frozen in space like a sculpture.

“Major?“ Maxtron said as he eased toward her.

Unknown energy signature approaching, prepare for…

The bridge went black, and Maxtron let out a squeak.

“What just happened?“

“I don't know, sir, but whatever it is, it happened on Terra Prime first, and we 
have two people out there with no air.“

                                                                                                    

They made excellent time, and Celia had no doubt Ph'avell could maintain 
mission tempo for days, but she needed to keep the whole team in the safe zone.  
The added strain of lugging equipment could compromise his long-term 
performance.

“Chief, let me give you a hand.“ She pressed.

“I got this. Once we hit the ship, it's smooth sailing; you graduate, Stonegate 
Command gets off my back, I graduate, and I head back to the teams.“ His tone 
shifted.

Celia really wanted to help, but she wasn't going to convince a ForceCon 
operator that they needed help; he'd ask if he needed it. She checked the time 
readout; they were ahead of schedule and had time for a Stonegate mission 
curveball. Celia was ready to respond when the lighting in her enviro suits 
blinked. Ph'avell stopped and checked the control panel on his wrist when 
everything went black.

“Chief!“ She blurted into the sealed helmet.

The suit's power was out, and the TexCom was no longer linked to the net or 
her crewmates. Celia saw Ph'avell looking up at Cordia-6, and her eyes followed. 
Not a single light shone on the night side of Cordia; it was pitch-black. Celia's 
instinct was, run back to the ship, but a firm hand gripped her arm. Ph'avell 
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gestured to take a knee, and they both rested.

She had never been cut off from the net and air before. Celia struggled to 
conserve her oxygen while attempting to determine the source of her building 
panic. She guessed she had a minute or two to figure it out.

The helmet's visor had fogged over, and Celia couldn't see anything, and the 
air was now hot and thick. Ph'avell kept his knee pressed against her thigh. It 
was small comfort that she wouldn't die alone on a training mission. Then the 
suit lights flickered, and the systems rebooted. A stuttering hum filled Celia's 
helmet, followed by the flow of fresh air. Finally, her visor cleared as the lights on 
Cordia-6 flickered back to life. What in the hells happened?

Ph'avell tapped his helmet's side and then crossed his hands to indicate that 
comms were still down. Celia saw the canyon edge where the ship was tucked 
away, so she motioned toward their goal, and he nodded. Celia grabbed one side 
of the repeater module, and Ph'avell did not protest. She would be damned if 
they weren't going to share the load.

                                                                                                    

“Hello?“ Hamilton squawked. “Hello!“ 

Hamilton stood in the pitch airlock, unable to connect to the net and terrified 
of the blackness. A smattering of reflected starlight shone through the open cargo 
bay, and it faded some as he fogged the porthole glass with each steamy breath. 
Pressing his face against the only source of light felt necessary. He hated space, 
he hated the dark, and he hated small spaces. Now, all three were all he had. So 
why had Stonegate Command opted to do this to him? He would never be in a 
situation like this in real life. How was using his psych profile to create a mission 
hurdle beneficial for Celia’s command test? Would she be graded on how well 
she scrapped up him off the floor? Hamilton wished he never said yes.
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Celia considered leaving the awkward module behind but needed to 
complete the mission. The drop into the ravine grew closer when their comms 
units crackled to life.

“…ner One, Gardner One, do you copy? I repeat, do you copy?“ Maxtron's 
voice echoed in the helmet.

“Max! Cider House, we copy.“ Celia tried to keep her footing on the uneven 
terrain. “We lost power and apparently Cordia-6  as well; are you alright? Over.“

"It happened here too." There was a long pause before Maxtron said, "Do you 
need a pick-up?" 

“We'll be there before you warm the ion drive up,“ Ph'avell said.

Captain, should I ask the Major what to do? @BlainLT02

Negative. Stick to the mission plan. @CVickersLCDR

Ma'am, I saw some strange things right before it happened. @JCortEgn02

Celia and Ph’avell slowed down as they approached the ravine.

Any idea if this is part of the test? @CVickersLCDR

The Major hasn't said anything. @BlainLT02

Should I head to the bridge? @HMerriweatherLCDR

No, wait for us at the cargo bay; this may be part of the test. @CVickersLCDR

Something smells off; it's a big production for a command test. @Ph'avellCWO5

The ship’s AI mentioned something about an energy signature from Terra Prime right 
before the lights went out. @BlainLT02

Yeah, a bunch of feeds from Terra blacked out for a minute before our power went 
out. @JCortEgn02

They weren't supposed to be in the net during the mission; if anyone found 
out, the entire thing would be scrapped. Celia made a mental note to talk with 
Jacey in private.
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What’s the Major doing? @CVickersLCDR

Staring at her screens. @BlainLT02

Ready the ship for takeoff. @CVickersLCDR

A fine plume of moon dust kicked up behind the two as they skidded down 
the ravine slope. At the bottom, they picked the pace up as the ship grew closer.

                                                                                                    

Hamilton wracked his brain for a practical component to this unexpected part 
of the test. The sheer scope stymied him. There couldn’t be enough cadre in 
Blackgate and Corps to pull this off. Not for just one command test. Could this be 
some massive simulation network he wasn't aware of? Something connected to 
the ship’s holo-viz system? Was switching to the Dragonfly planned? He wasn’t 
going to find answers standing in the airlock.

Something wasn't right, but Hamilton needed to hook the repeater up for 
ghost data extraction before he could do anything else. And they needed to 
pressurize the cargo bay before he could get his hands on the module. Hamilton's 
big hand tapped the helmet. But if he waited for them in the unpressurized cargo 
bay, he would cut the time in half.

                                                                                                    

Ph'avell moved like a machine across the moonscape, while Celia felt jangly 
from the waining adrenaline dump. The lights of the cargo ramp were now a 
hundred meters away.

Grab what you can from the net in case of another signal loss. @CVickersLCDR 

On it. @BlainLT02

Same. @JCortEgn02
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They rounded the ramp when a giant shadow swooped in on them. Ph'avell 
pivoted into a defensive position before he recognized Hamilton. The giant 
Gurch took the repeater module in one hand and closed the ramp with the other.

“I’ll be right behind you.“ Hamilton held his finger over the pressure controls.

“Bridge, we’re on board. Get us off this rock unseen.“ Celia called out. 

“We'll be in deep orbit in two minutes,“ Jacey replied.

The airlock door slid closed, and the minutes dragged as they waited until the 
suits indicated it was safe to breathe in the cargo bay.

Celia and Ph'avell squeezed out of the inner airlock door as it slid open and 
charged up the stairs to the bridge. The surface of Marina spun away as Jacey 
piloted the Dragonfly toward Cordia-6's smaller moon. Maxtron sat in the 
command chair, focused on the action and a few holo screens. Major Skandii's 
arms gripped the edge of her workstation; her impassive demeanor was gone.

"Captain Vickers, status report…." Maxtron hopped out of the command 
chair. 

“What do we have? Do we know if this part of our mission?“ Celia dropped 
the helmet in the command chair. 

She rested her forearms on the chair back and looked at the main screen 
where the crew placed the gathered intel. Maxtron organized the information in a 
rough timeline. Celia examined the grainy images and incomplete news clips. 
Reports of aircraft crashes, explosions, fires, earthquakes across the planet. Cities 
burned, buildings fell, and smoke covered everything. It was hard to process. 

“If this is part of our test, Stonegate sure has changed its methods.“ She 
glanced toward the immobile Major and knit her brow. “Can we confirm if this is 
the test or real?“ 

"It's a bunch of incomplete feeds from all over the place. eNewz and TNN are 
intermittent; other major feeds are gone. Something appears—then, the feed goes 
down. It's gotta be the test; I’ll bet Mission Command's trying to rattle us.
“ Maxtron stood next to the command chair.

 Missions were task-driven, making it easier to score based on time, 
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performance, and results. Stonegate never briefed an emergency response 
segment—plus missions never took place on Terra Prime. No reason to showcase 
the next generation in case they screw up. Something felt wrong. Could this be 
due to running her test mission early? 

“VOZ, gather intel and add it to the board as it comes it.“ She pressed the 
comm button, “Doc, we have some confusing data that may need your eyes.
“ Celia faced Maxtron and Ph'avell, “What do you two make of this? It feels way 
our mission set but too big to ignore.“ 

“This feels real-world, and we should be prepared,“ Ph'avell said.

“Unless we’re ordered back to Terra, we should finish our mission.“ Maxtron 
eyed the Thandarian.

Celia worked the points around like shards of glass in her mouth. 

“I don’t want to mess the mission up, but something tells me that we need to 
go there.“ She watched the holoscreen.

Hamilton swept into the bridge with his lab coat over his field suit.

“You're going to risk our grades and futures on hunches?“ Maxtron blurted, “I 
didn't accept your father's invitation to help you, only to have you throw our 
futures away.“ He looked toward Major Skandii, “Let's be honest, that's the only 
reason we're here… Urp!“ 

There was a flash of fur, and Ph'avell's hand clamped down on the young 
Terran's shoulder. Celia swore she saw the Thandarian's claws disappear into 
Maxtron's flight suit. 

“That's enough talk from you, time to walk away.“ The Warrant Officer half-
dragged Maxtron back to his duty station.

Maxtron righted himself in protest and began to get up.

"Don't," Ph'avell pointed a clawed finger, and the XO fell back into the chair. 

Celia realized the bridge was silent, too silent; the constant flurry of Major 
Skandii’s typing had creased. Then Hamilton cleared his throat.
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